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ABSTRACT

Due to the increasing use of more and more powerful smart devices demands on
the scarce radio spectrum are becoming more intense. One way to cope with
increasing demands on radio spectrum is to apply innovative and flexible autho-
rization schemes like spectrum sharing. Under the spectrum sharing paradigm,
multiple users and/or systems are authorized to utilize the same spectrum band
in a defined sharing agreement. A technology that is generally recommended for
the implementation of spectrum sharing is called cognitive radio (CR).

In this thesis, we design and implement a cognitive engine (CE) that intelli-
gently and dynamically allocates spectrum resources to users. We first consider
a scenario where a network has an exclusive access to a spectrum band and the
CE accepts or rejects the arrival user requests based on an algorithm that takes
into account a user’s priority and its bandwidth demand. We then consider a
spectrum sharing scenario where along with the exclusive utilization to its own
spectrum band a network also can opportunistically utilize another network’s
spectrum band. For this scenario, we design and implement a CE that performs
two main tasks: 1) Accepts or rejects arrival user requests based on a priority
based algorithm; and 2) it intelligently load balances the user traffic between the
two available network resources, while taking into account the primary user ac-
tivity in the shared spectrum band. We provide a load balancing algorithm and
evaluate its performance under different primary and secondary user traffic sce-
narios. We show that the proposed load balancing algorithm increases average
throughput of the network and it also reduces the average number of users re-
jected by the network.

Keywords: cognitive radio, simulator, medium access, radio resource manage-
ment



Mäkeläinen M. (2013) Opportunistiset kuormituksentasausalgoritmit kognitiivi-
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TIIVISTELMÄ

Yhä tehokkaampien älykkäiden langattomien päätelaitteiden nopea lisääntymi-
nen johtaa niukan radiospektrin yhä kiihtyvään käyttöön. Eräs menetelmä ra-
diospektrin lisääntyvän kysynnän tyydyttämiseen on hyödyntää innovatiivista ja
joustavaa resurssin käytönjakoa kuten spektrin jakamista. Spektrinjakamismalli
mahdollistaa useiden käyttäjien ja/tai järjestelmien yhtäaikaisen käytön samal-
la taajuuskaistalla hyödyntämällä sovittua käytäntöä resurssien jakamisesta. Ra-
diospektrin jakaminen on tänä päivänä yleisesti suositeltu toteuttamaan hyödyn-
tämällä kognitiivista radioteknologiaa.

Tässä työssä suunnittellaan ja toteutetaan kognitiivinen päätöksentekokone, jo-
ka jakaa radiospektriresursseja käyttäjille älykkäästi ja dynaamisesti. Kognitii-
vista päätöksentekokonetta radioresurssien jakamisessa hyödynnetään kahdessa
skenaariossa. Ensimmäisessä skenaariossa radioverkolla on yksinomainen pää-
sy taajuuskaistalle, jonka käyttöä kognitiivinen päätöksentekokone säätelee joko
hyväksymällä tai hylkäämällä verkkoon liittyviä käyttäjiä. Kognitiivinen päätök-
sentekokoneen päätökset perustuu algoritmiin, joka ottaa huomioon käyttäjien
määritetyn tärkeyden ja käyttäjän vaatiman kaistanleveyden. Seuraavassa ske-
naariossa radioverkko voi oman yksinomaisen taajuuskaistan lisäksi hyödyntää
opportunisesti toisen radioverkon taajuuskaistaa silloin, kun siellä ei ole liiken-
nettä. Tätä skenaariota varten suunnitteltiin kognitiivinen päätöksentekokone,
jolla on kaksi päätehtävää: 1) hyväksyä tai hylätä verkkoon liittyviä käyttäjiä
edellämainitun tärkeysperusteisen algoritmin avulla; ja 2) jakaa käyttäjien lii-
kennettä kahden tarjolla olevan verkon välillä samalla ottaen huomioon opportu-
nistisen resurssin pääkäyttäjien liikenteen jaetulla taajuuskaistalla. Tässä työssä
esitellään toteutettu kuormantasausalgoritmi, jonka suorituskykyä tarkastellaan
erilaisissa pääkäyttäjien ja toissijaisien käyttäjien liikenneskenaarioissa. Työssä
osoitetaan, että esitellyn kuormanjakoalgoritmin hyödyntäminen kognitiivisessa
päätöksentekokoneessa parantaa verkon keskimääräistä siirtonopeutta sekä vä-
hentää keskimääräistä käyttäjien hylkäysastetta verkossa.

Avainsanat: kognitiivinen radio, simulaattori, kanavaanpääsymenetelmä, radio-
resurssien hallinta
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1. INTRODUCTION

The number of wireless devices that are more powerful and more capable is growing
at an accelerated rate [1]. Moreover, the growing number of smart phone users want
to utilize applications that demand fast data transfer. In addition to the traditional
voice services, many other features have been added to the smart phone devices, such
as mobile video applications, web browsing, and gaming. The forecast of growth in
mobile applications by the year 2016 is illustrated in Fig 1 [1]. This trend will result in
an unprecedented increase in traffic in cellular networks. Fig 2 illustrates the forecast
of overall mobile data traffic per month [1]. The growth in mobile data traffic will
increase the traffic in the network and may cause a risk of the network resource being
overloaded under heavy utilization. As a consequence, the Quality-of-Service (QoS)
for the network services may be difficult to maintain resulting in decrease of the end-
user service quality.

Figure 1. The forecast of growth in mobile applications by 2016.
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Figure 2. The forecast of overall mobile data traffic per month.

1.1. Solutions for reducing network congestion

In the case of cellular networks, possible solutions for alleviating network congestion
are studied and experimented in recent past with varying success [2] [3] [4]. Since,
the number of smart mobile devices is growing at an accelerated rate, therefore, the
solution dealing with the problem has to be sustainable to deal with this trend. Tradi-
tionally, the problem is solved by adding more cells in the congested areas. However,
the radius of the cells in urban areas will eventually become so small that it may be-
come impractical in the near future to add more cells to increase capacity. We need to
do more to cope with the pace in which user traffic demands are driven.

Another common way to increase network capacity and hence reduce network con-
gestion is to adopt new efficient transmission techniques. One of these recently in-
troduced transmission technologies is long-term evolution (LTE). However, due to the
massive increase of smart device usage, utilization of new transmission techniques
alone may not be sufficient to meet the challenge of efficient resource utilization in the
near future.

One more proposed solution to the problem of the network congestion is the fem-
tocell technology. A femtocell is a home base station directing the cellular traffic to
the broadband Internet connection. Although femtocells are shown to improve cellu-
lar coverage but interference mitigation issues between macro and femtocells remain
to pose serious challenges to their practical deployment [5]. Moreover, management
complexity for the operator, QoS issues due to internet protocol (IP) backhauling, and
unwillingness of users to pay additional data charges for internet back-end connectiv-
ity, add to the problem.
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Load balancing cellular traffic to existing infrastructures that provide wireless access
has also been proposed to solve the congestion problem in the cellular networks [6] [7]
[8]. One such example is load balancing of cellular traffic between cellular and Wi-
Fi networks. In addition to the extensive coverage of existing Wi-Fi structures, the
deployment of new Wi-Fi access points to increase capacity and coverage is simple.
Although promising prospects, the offloading of the cellular traffic to Wi-Fi has its own
challenges. Since Wi-Fi networks are operating on a best effort basis and they do not
provide QoS guarantees, new techniques for reliable utilization of Wi-Fi for offloading
scenarios are required.

To help reduce the network congestion due to rising demand for high-bandwidth
wireless data services, recently, both the Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
and the European Union (EU) have recommended the adoption of spectrum sharing
technologies [9], [10]. Under the spectrum sharing paradigm, the opportunistic load
balancing of the cellular traffic to other underutilized networks provides an efficient
solution for intelligent resource usage. One way to achieve efficient load balancing is
to incorporate cognitive decision-making for a part of the current offloading system.
Instead of balancing the traffic in an arbitrary way, the network system with cogni-
tive decision-making is able to share the traffic load intelligently within and between
networks to maximize the benefits of the multiple networks. With cognitive decision-
making, the system is aware of its environment and is able to make intelligent load
balancing decisions. The cognitive element in the system may also be capable of learn-
ing from its past actions. This capability of learning from past actions and observation
of environment may produce a good load balancing solution. Efficient load balancing
solution will not only result in increase of resource utilization for existing users but
will also be able to accommodate more users in the network. For the end users, this
may result in cheaper services, reliable and faster data connections.

1.2. Proposed solutions to network congestion

In this thesis, load balancing algorithms for cellular traffic are presented. The algo-
rithms are performing basic network resource allocation schemes, such as simple re-
source load balancing and co-operative resource sharing among networks. The algo-
rithms are simulated and the results are gathered and analyzed. Due to their simplicity,
the proposed algorithms can be implemented in a wireless open-access research plat-
form (WARP) trial environment in the near future.

The essence of this thesis is to propose and develop general algorithms that are able
to function in a real wireless environment with minor changes. Proposed algorithms
are programmed in Java in a way that they can be rapidly implemented and tested
using Linux-enriched wireless open-access research platform (LE-WARP) test bed in
the future.
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2. COGNITIVE RADIO AND COGNITIVE ENGINE IN
GENERAL

The term cognitive radio was first introduced by Joseph Mitola in [11] [12], after which
the concept has created a great interest in academic and industrial research. Mitola
described CR as an intelligent radio that can autonomously make adaptation decisions
based on observations of its environment. Some of the widely used definitions for
cognitive radio in the research literature are [13] [14] [15]:

• Cognitive radio is an intelligent wireless communication system that is aware of
its surrounding environment.

• A radio that can change its transmission parameters based on interactions with
other radios and networks.

• A reconfigurable radio that can observe its environment and can utilize these
observations to adapt its transmission or reception parameters.

Although theoretical studies have shown promising results, the cognitive radio tech-
nology still poses many challenges at all levels of abstraction. Some of the challenges
are [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21]:

• CRs may need advanced sensing techniques implemented on advanced hardware
which are able to detect weak primary signals over a wide frequency range while
being sufficiently fast and also cost efficient.

• A CR may need a database for storing information for more efficient behavior.
Stored information may be such as history, prediction, spectrum, and regulations
knowledge.

• A CR may need to be able to share sensed spectrum knowledge with other CRs
in order to avoid inconveniences of large networks such as the hidden node prob-
lem.

• A CR may need a method for sharing available resources with other cognitive
and non-cognitive users. It may need to achieve a balance between selfish and
altruistic goals to utilize resources in an efficient way.

• Radios with learning and reasoning ability may need to consider measures for
possible threats and security issues, such as sensory manipulation, belief manip-
ulation, and malicious attacks on cognitive radio systems.

• CRs may need to make decisions based on gathered information. They may need
to transmit their decisions to the other nodes in the network.
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2.1. Cognitive radio networks

A network composed of multiple CR nodes is called a cognitive radio network (CRN).
A CRN is an adaptive and self-organized radio network which is capable of respond-
ing to environmental changes such as users QoS requirements, interference and device
density [22]. The network may also be capable of learning from its past actions [23].
These abilities enable CRN to dynamically adapt the transmission parameters to in-
crease network performance.

The structure of CRNs can be heterogeneous and as it may incorporate different
kinds of communication systems. The heterogeneity can be due to several reasons
such as difference in spectrum usage policies of the devices operating in the network,
different user terminals, and difference due to devices trying to access different appli-
cations. These factors should be considered while designing CR networks. In Figure
3 an example of a heterogenous CR network is illustrated (modified from reference
[24]).

Figure 3. An example architecture of CRN.

The basic elements of the illustrated CRNs are primary user (PU) terminals, sec-
ondary user (SU) terminals, primary base stations, and secondary base stations. In the
example CRN, there are two levels: 1) Primary networks operating over two differ-
ent licensed bands and formed by the primary base stations and PU terminals; and 2)
Secondary networks formed by the secondary base stations along with SU terminals.
As shown in Figure 3, PUs are prioritized to operate in licensed spectrum band of the
primary networks, and SUs operate opportunistically to access the licensed spectrum
[24].
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One of the frequently studied themes is the use of CRN for dynamic spectrum ac-
cess (DSA) capabilities. Several studies have shown that the application of CRN for
dynamic system spectrum access improves the efficiency of spectrum usage [25] [26].

2.2. Cognitive engine

In this thesis, we focus on the design of a CE that intelligently allocates radio resources
to network users. The definition of cognitive radio engine used in this thesis follows
the definition provided by the International Telecommunication Union (ITU): "A radio
engine employs technology that allows the network to obtain knowledge of its oper-
ational and geographical environment, established policies and its internal state; to
dynamically and autonomously adjust its operational parameters and protocols ac-
cording to its obtained knowledge in order to achieve predefined objectives; and to
learn from the results obtained" [27].

A cognitive engine (CE) is an intelligent decision-making unit that tries to find a
solution or optimize a performance objective-based on inputs received during the wire-
less system’s current internal state and operating environment [28].

CE can be referred to a the brain unit of a wireless cognitive system. In other words,
the intelligence of a CR system is located in the CE. It can also be considered as con-
tinually parameter-adjusting software-defined radio (SDR) which observes the changes
in the system and takes actions to achieve the goals of the system efficiently [29].

The work in [30] presents CE models that used the artificial intelligence (AI) and
machine learning techniques. Different implementations of the machine learning and
AI techniques vary in different research areas but the main theme remains the same.
CE models based on AI and machine learning techniques take radio parameters, envi-
ronment parameters, and given objectives as inputs and present a solution that satisfy
given objectives and Quality of service (QoS) [31]. In addition to learning the wire-
less communication environment, the CE can adapt the system parameters in response
to the variation of the environment [32]. Along with taking into account the input
parameters, the CE may also utilize users context and take into account the network
conditions. Beside the environmental and internal inputs, the CE has to be aware of the
limits of the hardware and processing capabilities of the system. Figure 4 illustrates
the generic cognitive engine architecture.

The generic cognitive engine model presented in Fig. 4 can be applied to any wire-
less network, but the location of the engine component and the application program-
ming interface (API) need to be according to the desired network configuration [33].

2.2.1. Sensing/database module

The sensing/database module is responsible for gathering real-time data related to the
environment. The sensing/database module may reside in the user equipment, it may
reside in as access point or in the core network. The sensed/collected data/database is
passed from the sensing/database module to the environmental analyzer module which
classifies and abstracts relevant information to the engine.
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Figure 4. A generic cognitive engine architecture.

2.2.2. Knowledge database

The information relating to the environment is stored in the knowledge database. The
knowledge database consists of comprehensive multi-domain information for the wire-
less system. The knowledge database may receive information from internal and exter-
nal data sources, such as the sensing/database module, the learning module, and other
databases in the CRN. Knowledge databases may be resided in multiple locations in
the network systems.

2.2.3. Cognitive agent

The cognitive agent is the fundamental unit of the CE design. The cognitive agent
formulates a sample model of the current situation. Since the cognitive agent proceeds
to react to the given information, the derived solution depends heavily on the type of
information and the success of information classifying.

The cognitive agent consists of the components that can be employed for fundamen-
tal cognitive functionalities. These components are: 1) reasoning module; 2) learning
module; 3) optimization module; and 4) policy engine.

2.2.4. Reasoning module

The reasoning module is capable of performing the state changes according to its en-
vironment [34]. For example, the reasoning module scopes the current state and deter-
mines the actions which are executable in the current state. Later on, all these possible
actions are evaluated in order to find the optimal solution.
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2.2.5. Learning module

The learning module is responsible for learning capabilities of the CE. A learning
process can occur in many contexts and it always requires retaining a database for the
current knowledge. The learning module stores important information of past actions
to the knowledge database. Moreover, the goal of the learning module is to determine
the value of learned data by utilizing objective functions [34].

2.2.6. Optimization module

The optimization module is responsible for optimization processes of the CE. The opti-
mization module can incorporate the environmental and the user-oriented information
to select or design an optimal output for the current state. The goal of the optimization
module is to seek the optimal solution which reflect to the overall goals of the applica-
tion, such as maximizing channel capacity. The optimization process may utilize the
following aspects [20]: the user requirements, network condition, available resources,
and the regulatory environments.

Before a new optimized solution can be sent to the radio, the cognitive agent has
to ensure that the solution respects the local regulatory restrictions. In this process,
the cognitive agent utilizes the policy engine. The policy engine tests and authenti-
cates new established solutions. In radio environment, these solutions are typically
waveforms. The main goal of the policy engine is to prevent the transmission of unau-
thorized waveforms while being liberal to allow multiple types of waveforms operate
on the system [20]. In general, the policy engine exploits a database of regulatory poli-
cies which determines the accepted outputs for the radio, such as allowed transmission
frequency and power [35].

The cognitive agent may employ all its modules, select a single module at the time,
or utilize any combination to determine the best reaction to the current situation. The
flexibility of CE functionality may increase and the solution formation time may de-
crease by allowing these modules operate sequentially in the cognitive agent [34].

2.3. Future directions: Implementation on WARP test bed

One major objective for building a simulator for CE algorithms in this thesis is to
implement in a wireless trial environment in the near future. The trial environment
utilizes wireless open-access research platform (WARP) which is a scalable and pro-
grammable custom platform for researching wireless algorithms and applications [36].
The WARP provides custom designs of medium access control (MAC) and physical
(PHY) layers to be implemented and tested in real wireless environments. The plat-
form architecture contains three more main units to provide a wireless reconfigurable
testbed: custom hardware, platform support packages, and research applications [37].

The radio platform used in the cognitive radio trial environment (CORE) project is
Linux enriched(LE)-WARP. LE-WARP is a system level modification of WARP result-
ing in a software enhanced WARP SW/HW design called LE-WARP. LE-WARP en-
ables adaptation across various communication protocol layers such as network, trans-
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3. ALGORITHMS FOR OPPORTUNISTIC LOAD BALANCING

In this chapter, algorithms for different resource allocation scenarios are presented. We
consider two different radio resource allocation scenarios for a network: 1) Access to
exclusively licensed band scenario; and 2) Access to exclusively licensed band plus a
shared band. First, a brief overview of existing algorithms and scheduling strategies
are presented in the following chapter.

3.1. Multiuser scheduling algorithms

One of the main issues in cellular communication systems is multiple access; it ad-
dresses how the overall resource is of the system is shared by the users in the same
cell. The resource may be shared for example, in time, frequency, or space. Figure 6
represents three multiple access techniques [40]. In FDMA (frequency division multi-
ple access), the available spectrum band is divided among different users. Moreover,
in TDMA (time division multiple access), the available spectrum band is used by all
users at the same time, but each of them uses the channel for a very short period of time.
Correspondingly, CDMA (code division multiple access) shares the whole bandwidth
all the time with all the users, who use different codes [40].

Figure 6. The multiple access schemes: a) FDMA, b) TDMA, c) CDMA.

In multiple access, multiple users can be assigned the same time-frequency resource
by utilizing multiuser scheduling [41]. The term multiuser scheduling was first intro-
duced in [42], defined as "allocating the resources to the user experiencing the most
favorable channel conditions". Multiuser scheduling defines the problem of allocat-
ing resources efficiently with respect to desired criteria such as throughput or delay.
Among with multiuser scheduling, channel-dependent scheduling has to be taken into
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account in cellular systems. Channel-dependent scheduling in cellular systems may
be utilized to take advantage of the current channel state information [43]. The aim
of this is to maximize efficient resource utilization by sharing the available radio re-
sources between network users [43].

Our simulator utilizes time division multiple access (TDMA) for channel access.
In TDMA, the frequency channel is divided into time slots which are assigned to the
users [41]. Channel-depended scheduling and multiuser scheduling can be considered
as an instance of the trade-off of fairness and efficiency. In TDM-based access, a sin-
gle user is being scheduled at a time. There are several strategies for resource sharing.
Such a strategy is maximizing the efficiency of the radio resource by scheduling the
user with the instantaneously best radio link conditions such as max-C/I (or maximum
rate) scheduling [44]. Max-C/I is optimal in obtaining the maximum network through-
put [45]. However, a major drawback is unfairness because the user with bad channel
conditions may never be scheduled [44]. Another scheduling strategy is round-robin
scheduling. In this strategy, the users take turns in using the shared resources without
taking channel conditions into account. Round-robin scheduling can be considered as
fair scheduling because the same amount of radio resources is given to each communi-
cation link [43]. However, as round-robin scheduling does not take channel conditions
into account, it may lead to lower overall system performance such as low average
throughput. If both of the previous mentioned scheduler are combined, a scheduler
with a fast channel condition response and fairness satisfying allocation is achieved.
One such scheduler is the proportional-fair scheduler where the radio resources at each
time instant are assigned to the user with the relatively best radio-link conditions ac-
cording a desired formula [46]. This ensures efficient utilization of the short-term
channel conditions and limits the long-term differences in service quality experienced
by a user [46]. Figure 7 illustrates three presented scheduling behaviors [43].

Figure 7. Different scheduling behavior for two users with different average channel
conditions: a) max C/I, b) round-robin and, c) proportional-fair. Bold lines illustrates
the selected user.

There are several other studies regarding multiuser scheduling strategies for TDMA
channels-depended multiuser scheduling. One scheduling strategy is represented in
[47] where the proposed water-filling-based scheduling algorithm simply computes
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and compares the channel quality indicator functions of individual users and then se-
lects the user(s) with the best channel(s) to transmit per a time block. Another solution
to the scheduling paradigm is utilizing evolutionary algorithms as a part of the schedul-
ing strategy. In [48], the slot assignment protocol may change the frame length and the
transmission schedule dynamically according to the number of nodes and the band-
width requirement in the contention area. In [49], one priority-based approach for
scheduling strategy is presented. Herein, the proposed multiple access protocol sup-
ports multiple levels of user priorities. Moreover, it minimizes a unique cost function,
that depends on deviation functions and priorities on a frame-by-frame basis [49].

The incorporation of resources load information into multiuser channel-depended
scheduling decision making enables the use of load balancing in scheduling opera-
tions. In general, load balancing is an abstract concept of distributing a load across
multiple resources. In [50], the term load balancing is defined as "Load balancing
promises the usage of given redundancy in the network to move load from the capacity
restricted resource to these ones which have free capacity by sharing load information
and appropriate reaction on this". When utilizing load balancing in multiuser schedul-
ing, the network users can be scheduled to other network’s spectrum band. The aim
of this is to accommodate more users in the network and increase the resource utiliza-
tion for existing users. Load balancing of traffic to other available network resources
becomes particularly effective when the serving capacity of the exclusive resource is
running out. Apart from scheduling schemes, load balancing has been also utilized in
other computer networking environment such as distributing workload across multiple
processors or computing clusters [51] [52].

Previously described scheduling strategies can be utilized in resource load balancing
schemes. However, opportunistic load balancing scheduling strategies are substantially
less studied than single channel assignment schemes. In addition, most of the recent
load balancing topics are studying load balancing as a cell coverage problem. That
is, the traffic load can be balanced by setting the optimal cell coverage setup for the
network [53]. In [54], the focus of the study is in load balancing among radio ac-
cess technologies (RAT), for example load balancing traffic from the congested LTE
network to a 3G cellular network in the same geological area.

3.2. Access to exclusively licensed band

The first case presents a resource allocation scenario where a network has only access
to an exclusive licensed band. In this case, the opportunistic load balancing cannot be
exploited due to the absence of other resources. However, we do need to design a CE
that intelligently allocates users with dynamic demands. This is a reference scenario
for the opportunistic load balancing resource usage scenarios. Figure 8 illustrates the
scenario for accessing to an exclusive licensed band.

Figure 8. Reference scenario for opportunistic resource allocation.
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3.3. Access to exclusively licensed band plus a shared band

The second case represents a resource allocation scenario where a network has an
access to exclusive licensed band plus a shared band. In this spectrum sharing sce-
nario, along with the exclusive utilization to its own spectrum band a network also
can opportunistically utilize another network’s spectrum band. Figure 9 represents the
opportunistic resource scenario.

Figure 9. An example situation for load balancing scenarios.

The grey areas of the opportunistic resource are occupied by PUs of the network B
and the white areas are available transmission opportunities. When the spectrum band
of resource A is out of serving capacity, it may opportunistically access the spectrum
band of resource B which is in the same geographical location as A. Since the network
A may utilize the spectrum band of another network, it has to consider which users are
moved to the opportunistic spectrum band without disturbing the prioritized traffic of
the network B.

In addition, the CE has to take into account different PU activity models. In this
thesis, we consider two different PU activity models: 1) stationary PUs, where the oc-
cupancy of PUs remain stationary within the allocation process; and 2) non-stationary
PUs, where the occupancy of PUs vary within the allocation process.

3.4. Modelling opportunistic load balancing as a knapsack problem

3.4.1. Knapsack problem

The knapsack problem is a well-known NP -hard problem in combinatorial optimiza-
tion [55]. In knapsack problem there is a knapsack with capacity Ck, and set N of n
item to fill the knapsack. Each item i has a given size si and profit pi, where si,pi ≥
0. A given set of items determine the number of each item to include in a collection
so that the total weight is less than or equal to a given limit of the knapsack and the
total profit value is as large as possible. In the other words, the goal is to find a subset
of items whose total size is bounded by Ck and whose profit is maximized. Figure 10
illustrates an example case of the knapsack problem. [55] [56]
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Figure 10. Knapsack problem as a camping trip example.

Fig.10 consider a situation where two friends are going for a camping trip. Both have
a backpack for items they might need on the trip and they can only carry the items they
have packed in their backpacks. In addition, they can’t pack more than 20kg in a single
backpack so that they are able to carry their backpacks.

Person A wants to go on camping with more items as compared to person B. When
the two backpacks are filled the final load of the two backpacks are CA kg and CB kg.
The person A may utilize the unused capacity of the backpack B. However, the loss of
the backpack or accidentally damaged contents will not make the person B responsible
for the items of the person A.

The person A is facing an optimization problem while filling his backpack to maxi-
mize the profit of the packed items. If the capacity of the backpack exceeds, the person
A may use the unused capacity of the backpack of the person B. However, the person
A cannot ensure the results of the temporary storage, therefore he wants to maximize
the profit of his own backpack.

3.4.2. Opportunistic load balancing as a knapsack problem; an example

Let’s consider that there are |N| resources, where M = {1, 2, . . . ,M}. Each resource
has capacity Ci where i ∈ M. Let’s say that capacities take integer values, where the
integer represents the number of frequency bands/time slots available at a resource. In
Figure 11 the initial situation for the knapsack problem is illustrated.
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Figure 11. An initial situation for load balancing knapsack problem.

As illustrated in Fig. 11, there are three spectrum bands available at resource 1.
Similarly, the resource 2 has C2 = 2 which indicates that two frequency bands are
available at the resource 2.

Let’s assume that there are |N| users, N = {1, 2, . . . , N}, where each user has a
weight w1, w2, . . . , wn and a value u1, u2, . . . , un. The weight of the user represents
the number of bands the user needs. The value of the user represents the importance of
that user. The importance indicates how much profit including the user in the resource
will bring to the system. For simplicity, we are considering that weight and priority
take integer values.

The problem arises in placing the users in the resources to maximize the total value
of the users, such that the sum of the users’ weights in each resource does not exceed
the capacity of the resource, and each user is assigned to at most one resource. Let xij
be a variable that has value one when i is carried in the knapsack, otherwise zero

maximize:
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

ujxij (1)

subject to:
N∑
j=1

ujxij ≤ ci,where i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (2)

M∑
i=1

xij ≤ 1,where j = 1, 2, . . . , N (3)

xij ∈ {0, 1}∀i, j

The constraint (2) encodes the capacity constraint for each resource, and the con-
straint (3) ensures that each user is assigned to at most one resource.

3.5. System setup

In this thesis, we are considering a CRN consisting of R network base stations and N
number of network users. A user attempts to connect to the base station with a traffic
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demandD. The user will leave and release the allocated resource when its holding time
T expires given that the base station accepted the connection request of that user. The
potentially available accessible resources for a user are radio-frequency bands each
of which are divided into L number of division multiple-access (TDMA) time slots
providing the total bandwidth capability B. Moreover, the time slots are transmission
opportunities for the users. There are two kind of resources: 1) A dedicated spectrum
band where time slots are exclusively allocated to the users of a network and; 2) A
shared spectrum band where potentially available time slots are opportunistically allo-
cated by a network to its user. In the shared spectrum band, the occupancy status of a
PU in each time slot is obtained from a database. In different slots the occupancy of a
PU may be difference; in given time slot, the probability of the PU is θi ∈ L. Moreover,
the PU activity in a time slot is independent of the PU activity in other time slots.

In the shared spectrum band, we study the proposed load balancing algorithms under
two different PU activity models: 1) the PU occupancy remain stationary; or 2) the PU
occupancy may change after t intervals. For evaluating the impact of PUs on the user
allocation, we compare the performance of the system when PUs may be present to the
scenario when there are no PUs in the system.

When a user wants to transmit data, it requests time slots from the network. In
our model, we have X different kinds of user traffic; some are delay tolerant, such as
data users, and some doesn’t tolerate any delay, such as voice call users. The holding
time and the required data rate may vary among and between user types. In addition,
some user types may have higher priority compared to other user types. For example,
an emergency call user may have the highest priority value. The priority values and
user demands are utilized to sort the users for the allocation. After sorting if there are
available time slots, the user will be allocated to the first available time slots of the
resource. Otherwise, the user will be dropped or placed in a queue for waiting the
release of resources. The amount time slots by a user depends on the required data
rate of the transmission; the provided transmission capacity of a single time slot is
B/L. For the scenarios where the network cannot fulfill the user request, we analyze
the performance of our algorithms under two different models: 1) A rejected user is
dropped by the network; and 2) A rejected user is dropped if it’s a voice user, otherwise,
it is placed in the queue by the network. During the allocation process if a PU appears
in a time slot, then the user that is allocated to that time slot needs to be moved to
some other slot by the network, if any available, otherwise the user is dropped by the
network.

We also utilize different modulation schemes for the user traffic transmission, such
as binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK), 16-
quadrature amplitude modulation (16QAM) and 64-quadrature amplitude modulation
(64QAM). The modulation schemes affect only to the bit per symbol rate of the trans-
mission. In Table 1 the symbol rates are illustrated.
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Modulation Bits/symbol
BPSK 1
QPSK 2

16QAM 4
64QAM 6

Table 1. Bits per symbol rates of utilized modulations

3.6. Algorithms

The dynamic resource allocation problem modelled as a knapsack problem can be
solved with a simple brute-force algorithm. The brute-force algorithm goes through
all combinations and find the solution with maximum values under the constraint that
the total weight does not exceed the capacity. Although the brute-force algorithm finds
the optimal solution for the problem, however it is inefficient in terms of computation
speed.

3.6.1. Dynamic resource allocation for access to exclusive licensed band

Decision flow diagram of resource allocation algorithm for the scenario where the net-
work can utilize its own exclusive resource only is illustrated in Figure 12. In the flow
chart, u stands for priority of the user, w is weight (number of time slots demand) of
the user. During the allocation process, the users of the network are classified as: New
network users (NNU) and existing network users (ENU). The algorithm has two sepa-
rate processes: Continue serving existing users present in the network, and allocating
new arriving users. To incorporate changes in the user demands in the network, the
dynamic resource allocation process is executed every second.

User arrival and departure

Arrival and departure of users may occur in every iteration of the algorithm. New
users arrival rate may be constant, random or following an arrival pattern such as Pois-
son arrival process. In a given iteration, the arrival of users will initiate the new user
allocation process. The departure of a user occurs when the holding time of that user
has expired. The holding time describes the time how long the user requires the spec-
trum until it is served. If there is no user in the system the algorithm won’t execute the
arrival or the departure processes.

Emergency user allocation

At the beginning of each iteration, the algorithm checks whether any new user is re-
questing resources. Herein, an arrival of a new user will move the algorithm to the
new user allocation process. If no new user exists, the algorithm will continue with the
existing users.

First, the new user allocation process executes the emergency user allocation, if any.
The process begins by examining priority values of new users. The priority value of
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emergency user is set to infinity. If an emergency user arrives, the algorithm checks
whether there are any available free time slots in the resource. If the number of free
slots in the resource is greater than or equal to the slot demand of the user, no existing
user dropping decisions are needed because the user will have the required slots. Oth-
erwise, the algorithm will have to drop the least important user with greater or equal
slot demand, and the emergency user will be allocated into the released time slots. Af-
ter all new users are examined, the algorithm will move to the existing user allocation
procedure if there are existing users in the system.

Non-emergency user allocation

At the beginning of the new user allocation the algorithm calculates the largest number
of consecutive free time slots and sorts users that requires less or equal amount of time
slots. After that, the most valuable user is selected by the described greedy algorithm.
This process will be repeated as long as all new users are not allocated, given that
there are available free time slots for the allocation. If there are no free time slots for
the selected new user, the algorithm will queue the user. However, if the user cannot
tolerate queuing (such as a voice call user), it will be dropped instead. This procedure
will be held for all new users. The remaining new users will be queued for future
allocations.

Existing user allocation

After actions for new emergency users are completed, the algorithm checks whether
there is any existing user in the resource. The algorithm will go through all allocated
users and undertakes necessary routines. The first task is to check whether the user
is fully served. An existing user is fully served if the holding time of the user has
decreased to zero. The holding time of an allocated user indicates the amount of time
or data that is left until the user is fully served. In the other words, the timeout of
holding time indicates that the user has completed all of its transmissions and it won’t
need the resource anymore. Therefore, the user will be deactivated and removed from
the resource. Moreover, the capacity of the current resource will be increased by the
weight wi of the user i. In Fig. 13, the flow chart of the existing user procedure is
illustrated.

If the holding time of the user has not expired, the following procedure will be
performed: 1) The holding time will be decreased by the elapsed time since the last
routine; and 2) the capacity of the allocated resource will be kept unchanged. Corre-
spondingly, the holding time of the data user will be reduced by the data sent during
the time interval. After all existing users have been processed, the algorithm will wait
for the next iteration.

A greedy algorithm for sorting users

Since our system has different user traffic types, the algorithm for the selection of a
user to be allocated to the resource is needed. In order to solve the resource allocation
problem faster and more efficiently, a greedy algorithm is used for sorting. A greedy
algorithm is an algorithm that selects an option that appears to be the most promising
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Figure 13. Existing user procedure flow chart.
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at the given instant without regard for future consequences. Although greedy algo-
rithms don’t always yield optimal solution but they are usually efficient in terms of
computation speed and easy to implement [57] [58] [59] [60].

Greedy algorithm in various forms has been used in various radio environment appli-
cations, such as link scheduling [61] and channel assignment in cellular radio networks
[62]. The greedy algorithm utilized for sorting of the users for the considered alloca-
tion problem is explained as follows. The priority value ui presents user’s importance.
The greater user’s priority value is the greater importance user has. The highest prior-
ity values could be assigned to the emergency call or to the possible control signals of
the network users.

Within the weight and the priority value the greedy ratio GR is formulated. The
greedy ratio GR is defined as

GRn =
un
wn

, (4)

where un is the importance of the user n, the wn is the weight of the user. The users
currently sending data are pooled together into the load balancing process in order to
be allocated by the greedy algorithm. In the algorithm, the gathered users are sorted in
the following order by the greedy ratio value:

u1
w1

≥ u2
w2

≥ . . . ≥ un
wn

, (5)

3.6.2. Dynamic resource allocation for access to exclusive licensed band plus a
shared band

While operating with a shared resource along with the exclusive licensed band, the de-
scribed algorithm needs to be improved to comply with the principles of opportunistic
sharing. The basis of the opportunistic algorithm is similar to the exclusive licensed
band case with a few additional functionalities.

At the beginning of the iteration, the algorithm checks whether the primary user
information has changed. Moreover, changes in the PU occupancy on opportunistic
resources initiate a primary user routine. The primary user routine removes all allo-
cated users from the opportunistic shared resource and adds them to a moved user list
to wait for re-allocation. The reallocation of the users occurs in the allocation pro-
cedure of the non-emergency users. The voice call users are also placed temporally
in the moved user queue for reallocation. However, they will be dropped unless they
managed to access the resources immediately in next the allocation. In Fig. 14 the
effect of the primary user occupancy behavior is illustrated.

After the primary user process, the algorithm checks whether there are any new or
moved users. If a new user is found, the algorithm executes the priority search for each
new user. If any emergency user is found, the algorithm checks whether there are free
slots in the resource. In case where an emergency user is found and the main resource
is full, the algorithm has to deallocate the least important user from the main resource
and allocate the emergency user to the resource. The deallocation operates as in the
single resource algorithms, but now the algorithm is able to queue the least important
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Figure 14. Routine for new primary user appearance.

user in moved user list instead of dropping it. The priority check routine is illustrated
in Fig. 15.

Figure 15. Priority check procedure for the exclusive licensed band plus a shared band.

The existence of moved or new users will start the non-emergency user allocation.
First, the allocation in the exclusive licensed band is executed. The allocation process
is the same than in the exclusive licensed band algorithm. After it is fully occupied,
the algorithm moves to allocate the users in the shared band, if any users are remaining
and if any free time slots are available in the opportunistic resource. The reallocation
of moved users follows the same principles as the new user allocation process. After
the moved users have been examined, the algorithm goes through the new users as de-
scribed before. The allocation procedure for the exclusive licensed band plus a shared
band is presented in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Allocation procedure for the exclusive licensed band plus a shared band.
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4. SYSTEM SIMULATOR PARAMETERS AND SIMULATION
RESULTS

This section investigates the performance of the algorithms in different use cases. The
results obtained in the simulations are exposed and discussed. Figures of this chapter
include comparative graphical results of the different load balancing scenarios and
comparison among different user and simulation parameters. According to the interests
of the study, the chapter also includes an analysis between different PU scenarios and
their impacts to the results.

An exclusive comparison of the simulation results includes average throughput,
throughput gain, blocking reduction, and dropped call rate. The previous chapter dis-
cussed the system model and parameters included in the simulator.

4.1. System simulator

The architecture of the simulator is simple and only key components are review further.
Since one of the goals of the simulator is to find and implement an efficient CE algo-
rithm for the LE-WARP platform for demonstration usage, the architecture is designed
to utilize a few LE-WARP environment components. In addition, the implemented CE
algorithm has to be easily expandable to the trial environment.

4.1.1. Architecture

The architecture consists of a traffic generator, a database and load balancing CE com-
ponents. In Fig. 17, the architecture of the simulator is presented.

Figure 17. Architecture of the simulator.

Traffic generator

The traffic generator is responsible for generating traffic for the network system. The
traffic generator produces traffic by generating new users with data transfer demands.
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New users are generated within a framework of prescribed assumptions which are
described later in this chapter.

Database

The database of the simulator is used for a temporary storage for new users. The traffic
generator adds new users to the database for the load balancing CE to use. The load
balancing CE searches and fetches user from the database for allocation purposes. The
database in this simulator is the same database, with reduced functionalities, that is
used in the LE-WARP trial environment [38].

The database is an instance of the relational JavaDB database which is Oracle’s sup-
ported distribution of the Apache Derby open source database [63]. JavaDB can utilize
well-known Structure Query Language (SQL) which is a programming language de-
signed for managing data in relational database management systems (RDBMS) [64].

While simulating a huge number of different simulations, the database can be re-
placed by a list structure. It implements the same functionalities than the real database
but it’s much faster in terms of speed. The improved speed of the list structure is shown
especially when simulating hundreds of thousands of simulation in a set.

Load Balancing CE

The load balancing CE includes many functionalities; fetch users from the database;
allocate users with given heuristics; calculate and handle simulation results. The struc-
ture of the load balancing CE is implemented to adapt the structure of the LE-WARP
trial environment. The used heuristic for sorting users can be easily changed because
the heuristics use the form of a Java class.

At the beginning of each new allocation round, the CE fetches new users from the
database. Only the users which are sending or about to send something will be fetched.
That is, the fetched users are the devices which want to exploit the resource for their
needs. The CE allocates new users with given heuristic if resource conditions are
favorable; otherwise the users are placed in a queue if the type of the users allow
queuing. For example, incoming voice calls cannot be queued; they will be dropped
instead.

The allocated users are kept allocated until they are fully served. Within this con-
vention, an unnecessary transferring of users between resources is avoided. However,
the users displaced by primary users are taken into account in the allocation.

The load balancing CE is also responsible for collecting and handling simulation
results. Some simulation results are produced every allocation and some are calculated
at the end of each simulation. After each simulation, the collected results are stored in
a result file.

4.1.2. Radio resources & PU activity

We consider a TDMA based access of the resource. Every base station shares its
resources among its users by providing access to the transmission medium. Some
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base stations are able to opportunistically utilize the available resources of other base
stations.

The resources in this simulator are assumed to be similar. That is, the bandwidth and
the amount of time slots in one time frame are equal in all resources. This assumption
is made due to the comparable simulation results. The bandwidth of the resource is
defined in terms of kilobits per second. The number of slots is the amount of data slots
in a TDMA frame that can be utilized to transmit data.

PU occurrence

Primary users (PU) are the main users of the opportunistic resources whose transmis-
sions are prohibited to interfere with. In the simulator, the existence of PUs is perfectly
predicted. Therefore, other resources are fully aware of the free time intervals they are
authorized to opportunistically utilize. The possibility of errors or harmful behaviors
has been eliminated by removing the possibility to allocate users arbitrary or harmfully.

Since PUs are the main users of the opportunistic resources, they have the privilege
to access their own resources anytime. Therefore, new primary users can be generated
according to a few PU scenario to illustrate the use of cellular networks. Due to the
similarity of the resources, there is the same amount of time slots in opportunistic
resources that PUs can reserve.

The PU occurrence probabilities are also contributed, such as the minimum proba-
bility is 0.1 at the beginning and the maximum is 0.5 at the end of the resource time
frame. For example, if the total amount of time slots in one TDMA frame is 20, then
the PU occurrence probability in slots 1 to 4 is 0.1, slots 5 to 8 is 0.2. Finally, from
17th slot to 20th slot the probability is 0.5. The primary user occurrence probabilities
are scaled in proportion to the number of time slots in a TDMA frame. These unevenly
distributed occurrence probabilities enable the PU occurrence to favor a certain part of
the resource. The PU occurrence probabilities in 20 slot TDMA frame are illustrated
in Fig. 18.
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Figure 18. Occurrence probabilities of PU in 20 slot TDMA frame.

Primary user scenario

There are three types of PU activity scenarios: no PUs, variable PUs, stationary PUs.
No PUs option determines the situation in which the opportunistic resource does not
have any PU activity. In other words, the whole opportunistic resource is completely
available for opportunistic utilization.

The option of variable PUs determines the PU behavior where a new PU arrange-
ment is generated every tenth allocation. This option sets a challenge for user reallo-
cations of the algorithm.
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The third setting is the stationary PUs. In stationary PUs, a new primary user ar-
rangement is generated in the beginning of each individual simulation, In other words,
the PU occupancy does not change during single iteration of the algorithm.

In addition to the described primary user scenarios, a single resource scenario is used
for a reference scenario for determining the benefits of opportunistic load balancing.
The reference scenario contains only the main resource excluding the possibility to
access any opportunistic resource.

4.1.3. User parameters

As in the contemporary cellular systems, the user base of the networks is heteroge-
neous. Therefore, the diversity has to be taken into account in the simulator. There
are five different user types in the simulator: an emergency call, a voice call, a short
message service (SMS), data transfer, real-time video. There are differences between
user types in order to correspond with real life situation, such as the varying duration
of voice calls and variable size of data for transmission.

Priority

The priority parameter indicates the importance of the user. The priority value rep-
resents how valuable the user is for the network. Although this parameter affects the
behavior of the simulator, the values of this parameter are not unambiguous. In the cel-
lular networks, the traditional cellular network users may be defined more important
than the user types. For example, the highest priority may be given for the emergency
usage.

Probability of occurrence

The occurrence probability determines the probability of a user type occurrence. The
simulator generates users to the system according to these probabilities. The prob-
abilities are calculated from the expected contribution of user types and traffic load
types.

QoS requirements

Since the simulator contains real time users, certain real time requirements are needed
to take into account. For example, a voice call user requires a constant data rate to
transmit voice data correctly. Moreover, the voice call users do not tolerate any inter-
ruption in their data transfers. If a voice user can’t transmit data continuously, it will
be dropped from the resource. Some user types can be queued for example SMS users.
The minimum data rate is crucial for some users in order to operate in the resource.

Note that the transmission errors, such as bit error rate (BER), are ignored in this
simulator; only the minimum transfer rate is taken into account.
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Modulation

The users of the simulator may utilize different modulation schemes. The supported
modulations were discussed more specifically in the previous chapter of this thesis.
The supported modulations are BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM and 64QAM. The modulations
are utilized in calculation of required data rates and amount of transmitted data. More-
over, only the symbol rates of the modulations are considered in this simulator.

Transmission duration & data transmit

After a successful allocation to the resource, the user must have a parameter that in-
dicates how long the user will need the resource until it’s fully served. The parameter
describes the needed transmission duration in seconds or data to transmit in kbits. Both
of these forms are required because the demand of each user can not measured on a
single parameter. For example, voice calls cannot be counted by transmitted data be-
cause the duration of a conversation between two participants does not depend on data
rate. On other hand, a data user is fully served when it has transmitted transmitted data
completely.

4.1.4. User types

The previous subchapter represented the selected parameters for the simulation model.
The interest is focused on performance and the behavior of different user types. There-
fore, each user type is composed of the parameters described above. Following sub-
chapters represent the user types and their main features.

Emergency call

The most important user type of the simulator is an emergency call. The priority value
of an emergency call is infinity. Emergency call may be considered, for example, as the
Public Authority Network usage. Unlike the other user types, the emergency call user
will always have access to the exclusive licensed band. In case where this resource is
fully occupied, the emergency call user will displace the least important user from the
resource. The emergency call will be dropped only if the resource is fully occupied by
other emergency call users.

Since the emergency calls are the most important users of the system the reliability
will be maximized. Thus, minimizing the bit-error rate, the emergency users might
utilize the primitive modulation schemes. Moreover, the required data rate may be set
higher than in ordinary voice calls.

Voice call

A voice call has traditionally been the most occurring user type in cellular network
systems. Although other forms of traffic have significantly increased, the voice calls
may still be in the leading role of the cellular networks.

In this simulator, the voice call users in the global system for mobile communica-
tions (GSM) network utilize Gaussian minimum-shift keying (GMSK). While ignoring
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the differences in the transmit power, GMSK can be assumed equal to QPSK because
both have the same bits per symbol rate. Usually, the data rate of GSM is relatively
small but all kinds of values for the data rate is possible in the simulator.

SMS message

In addition to voice calls, the SMS users are a common part of the cellular network
system. The occurrence probability of SMS may be at the same as voice calls. Due
to the tiny amount of transmit data the produced network load of a single SMS is
negligible. Therefore, the size of a SMS message may be assumed to be very low.

On the contrast to the phone calls, the SMS users don’t have any real-time require-
ments. In other words, SMS users can be queued if the resources are temporary full.
In the real world, the traffic load caused by a SMS is light due to the small message
size of SMS.

Data

A data user is rather similar to the SMS user but differs from the amount of transferred
data; the transmitted data of data users may reach up to megabits. Moreover, a data
user occurs increasingly in nowadays cellular networks.

Data users with a small amount of data to transmit may simulate the usage of emails,
web browsing etc. Respectively, a large file transfer may illustrate data downloading
etc. Though, a large file transfer might occur less frequently but it may load the system
more heavily.

Real-time video

Another increasing network traffic type is a video services. Therefore, one user type
is a real-time video user. Even though this is a real time user, it can tolerate queuing.
In addition, the traffic load provided by a real-time video user may be heavy and the
required data rate may be higher compared to other user types. Along with data users,
the real time video users may be the least important users of the system in terms of
priority.

4.1.5. Design of the simulation process

As discussed in the motivation, the simulator has to operate firmly as planned and
produce reliable results. Thus, the methods of ensuring reliable results are represented
here.

Simulation input parameters

The simulator is a Java program which takes input parameters to model desired sim-
ulation. These input parameters are number of users, number of slots in resources,
number of resources, the bandwidth capability of one resource, and the simulated PU
activity scenario. The number of users describes how many users will be generated in
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one simulation. After generating the given number of users, the traffic generator will
stop generation process.

The number of slots in a resource determines how many resources are in the sim-
ulation. For opportunistic shared resources, the time slots are partly occupied by the
PU according to the PU activity scenario. The number of resources indicates the total
number of the resources utilized in the simulations. The first resource is the exclusive
licensed resource and the rest of the resources are opportunistic shared resources with
a given PU activity scenario.

The bandwidth capability input parameter describes how many kbps a whole re-
source provides when BPSK modulation scheme is utilized. The format of bandwidth
is defined in terms of kilobits per second. In the simulator, the bandwidth of all re-
sources are assumed to be equal. Lastly, the simulated PU activity scenario selects the
PU activity model for the simulation.

Monte Carlo simulation

The number of new users and different user types occur at different probabilities which
is causing randomness to the simulation results. Therefore, acquiring the reliable aver-
age values of the measured metrics, the simulation has to be repeated multiple times.
This issue is treated with a Monte Carlo method. Monte Carlo methods are stochastic
techniques to involve usage of random numbers and probability statistics to investigate
problems. Monte Carlo methods are already utilized in telecommunication simulations
[65] [66].

In this simulator, Monte Carlo simulation is utilized to iteratively evaluate algo-
rithms using randomized user parameters described above. The Monte Carlo simula-
tion is carried out running r simulation for each input parameter settings. The aver-
age values of each parameter are calculated from those r completed simulations. The
outcomes of Monte Carlo simulation are reliable and comparative average values of
measured metrics.

Simulation results processing

A result handing instance of the simulator handles and collects the results of simu-
lations to a result file. During the simulations, the result handling instance gathers
gained results together and writes them to a result file. The result file is a comma sepa-
rated value (CSV) file and it is created with a descriptive name at the beginning of the
simulation session [67].

Some information is collected during each allocation. Such information includes the
current throughput of the system, the number of rejected users, and occupancy level of
the resources. At the end of each simulation, these values are stored to the results file
in a proper format. Some other information are collected after each simulation, such
as total rejections and allocation rounds. After the simulation process, the result file
is completed. As the result file is a CSV file, it can be easily opened by, for example,
spreadsheet programs for viewing or plotting into for a figure.

In addition, the simulator composes a final result file called "result.csv". After each
simulation setup, the averages of the simulation results are collected to the final result
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file as a new line. The final result file facilitates the acquisition and the presentation of
the results while running multiple simulations with different input parameters.

4.2. Testing of algorithms

Herein, the testing strategy is represented for the algorithms. The selected simulation
cases and the metric for evaluating the simulation results are also described thoroughly.
For evaluating the algorithms, the following simulation cases were chosen: 1) Impact
of the increased number of users on the system; 2) impact of the different holding time;
and 3) Emergency call impacts on system performance. These simulation cases will
provide a comprehensive overview of the algorithms’ performance in variety of CRN
environments. Moreover, the algorithms are tested using multiple traffic load levels in
each simulation cases to study the limits of the algorithms. The selected metrics for
evaluation is described in the next chapter.

4.3. Cognitive engine based load balancing: Benefit analysis

Benefit analysis of the opportunistic CE based load balancing is presented in this sec-
tion. An example of coordinated use of two resources (one of them is opportunistic)
of possibly different technology is detailed. Metrics of load balancing gain such as the
throughput increase, the blocking (service rejection) reduction, and the dropped call
rate are given. The blocking reduction allows the operator to serve more users in a
given area.

4.3.1. Load balancing simulation

A network is first simulated independently, i.e., with no opportunistic utilization of
the other resource, and then in a load balancing scenario, where the network can load
balance between its own resource and the opportunistic resource. Note that the oppor-
tunistic resource can only be utilized if it has free available opportunities for transmis-
sion.

Each simulation is experienced in two queuing setup scenarios: 1) the non-queueing
scenario where an incoming user will be rejected if the network can not provide the
required resources for the user; and 2) the queueing scenario where the network is
able to queue an incoming user temporarily if the required amount of resources are not
available and the user can tolerate queueing such as data users.

Load balancing throughput gain

Load balancing throughput gain is defined as follows:

GT =

∑
T1&2(OP ) −

∑
T1(IND)∑

T1(IND)

(6)
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where T1(IND) is throughput of the network with no load balancing and T1&2(OP ) is
the throughput with opportunistic load balancing.

Reduction

Reduction is blocking due to load balancing as compared to when a single resource is
utilized. Reduction is given as

BRT =
BR1(IND)

BR1&2(OP )

(7)

where BR1(IND) is the number of rejections when a single resource is utilized and
BR1&2(OP ) represents the number of rejections when a main resource plus an oppor-
tunistic resource is utilized.

Dropped call rate

Dropped call rate describes how many voice call users are blocked or dropped in a
simulation in average. Since a voice user cannot tolerate queueing, the connection will
be terminated when blocking or dropping a voice call occurs. In addition, emergency
users are also intolerable for queueing.

4.4. Simulation 1: Impact of the increased number of users on the system

In the first simulations, we study the impacts of increased user amount on the perfor-
mance of the system. The other parameters of the system are constant and only the
number of generated users is increasing. This simulation will show how the increasing
of the generated users affects to the system performance.

Previously, all adjustable input parameter for the simulator were described. Those
parameter are the number of users, the number of slots in resources, the number of re-
sources, the resource capability of a single resource at BPSK modulation scheme, and
the simulated primary user scenario. The parameter values for the simulation results

Table 2. The simulation parameters
Parameter value(s)
Number of resources 2
Resource bit rate capability in BPSK 1000kbps
Slots / resource 20
Simulated users 40,60,80,100
User arrivals 0-3 per second
Simulation time 300 seconds
Simulation count 10000 times in each settings
Queueing scenario queueing & non-queueing
Simulated PU scenarios single resource

two resources - no PU
two resources - variable PU
two resources - stationary PU
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are determined as follows. The parameters used in the simulation are represented in
Table 2.

4.4.1. User parameters

For each PU scenario, there are four different numbers of users to be generated: 40, 60,
80, 100 users. The simulation process is performed separately for each number of users
in order to achieve comparable results. The purpose of the chosen user amounts for the
simulations are to test the network system on different traffic loads. When the number
of generated users is small, the network should not encounter a major congestion in
any simulation scenario. Apparently, when the number of users is large, the network
system should find it difficult to provide results for its users and the consequences
should be seen in the results.

Table 3. User parameters
User Type (t) Emergency call Voice call SMS Data Real-time video
Probability 0.001 0.2245 0.2245 0.45 0.10
Priority ∞ 3 3 1 1
Traffic load light light light medium heavy
Data rate (kbps) 64 13 - - 100-600
Modulation BPSK, QPSK QPSK all all all
Duration or 50-110 90-360 1 kbit 100-1000 150-350
data to transmit seconds seconds kbit seconds

The generated users with detailed parameters are illustrated on Table 3. The occur-
rence probability of an emergency call is assumed to be 0.001. The data rate of an
emergency call is 64 kbps and available modulations are QPSK and BPSK due to the
rigid reliability requirements. The emergency call users has an infinity priority and
they will be treated in the emergency call user procedures in the algorithms.

The average duration of an emergency call is under 60 seconds in 90 % of the cases,
and under 90 seconds in 95 % of the cases [68]. The average answering time is 10
seconds [68]. When combining these values, the duration of an emergency call is
considered 50-110 seconds.

The voice calls and the SMS messages together represent the usage of a traditional
cellular network. The occurrence probabilities of a voice call user and a SMS user are
equal, but the holding time of a voice user is considerably longer. In this simulator, the
required data rate of a voice user is 13 kbit/s when full rate data channel allocation and
voice codecs are utilized. Together the emergency call users, the voice call users, and
the SMS users form 45 percent of the user base.

Also, the 45 percent of the user base consist of data users. The transmitted data of the
data users are 100 kbit to 1 Mbit. This figure illustrated the modern data traffic caused
by web browsing, emails etc. A data user do not have any real time requirements but
the requested slot amount depends on the transmitted data and used modulation.

The real-time video users are the heaviest users in this simulation. The requested
data rate is 100-600 kbps and a video user may utilize all modulations. The holding
time of a real-time video user is 150-350 seconds. Therefore, a real-time video user
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loads the resource far more than the other user types. The occurrence probability of a
real-time video user is 0.1. The probability of generated new users in each iteration is
represented in Table 4.

Table 4. Probability of new user appearance
Number of new users (m) Probability of occurrence P(m)

0 0,35
1 0,35
2 0,20
3 0,10

4.4.2. Simulation results

One major performance metric for wireless networks is a system throughput. Through-
put is the average rate of successful transmissions over a communication system. The
throughput of each user that is allocated and sending data is calculated at the end of
each allocation round. These throughput values are summed to achieve the current
throughput of the system. The average throughput of the simulation is the average of
measured current throughput values. The average throughput values as a function of
users for the non-queueing and queueing scenarios are shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Average throughput as a function of users.

Figures illustrates how throughput behaves as a function of the number of users in
the simulation scenarios. As seen in the results, crowding of the network increases the
average throughput. In the single resource case where load balancing in not available
(No LB) and the variable PU case, the average throughput stabilizes to peak values
even if the number of users grows. Whereas, the average throughput values of the
stationary PU case and the no PU case haven’t reach the maximum yet. It indicates
that in those scenarios the traffic value, in terms of transfer capacity, would have been
increasing even with a larger number of users.

In the queueing scenario, the average throughput results are repeating the same be-
havior as in the non-queueing results. Hence, the no primary user scenario provides
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the greatest average throughput because the highest amount of available transmission
possibilities. In the queueing scenario, the variable (non-stationary) PU simulation
produces a clearly improved throughput when compared with the non-queueing sce-
nario. This is due to our priority-based algorithm because the algorithm is able to
select higher transfer rate users from the temporarily queued users to be allocated to
the resources. Since the users that can not tolerate queuing require a relatively low data
rate such as voice call users.

Figure 20 indicates the same phenomenon more descriptively: The achieved gain
when the network is able to load balance traffic to the shared opportunistic resource
depends heavily on the behavior of the primary users. It is oblivious that the greatest
gain is achieved when no PUs are present on the shared resource. Moreover, when
the number of available free opportunistic slots in the stationary and the variable case
are equal in average, the gain is more than twice in the non-queueing case when the
PUs are stationary. This is due to the allocation of a heavy user to the opportunistic
resource. A heavy user, herein video or data user, may require multiple slots to op-
erate. Sometimes the situation may appear promising to allocate a heavy user in the
opportunistic resource, but in the very next moment the allocation could be impossible
to maintain due to the increased PU amount. The absence of predictability of the vari-
able PU scenario might cause difficulties for the algorithm to allocate users for long
periods.

However, the throughput gain differences in the stationary and the variable scenarios
in the queueing case are reduced and almost negligible due to the following issues: 1)
the queueing of incoming new users; and 2) the re-allocation of the users which are
queued by the PU occurrence. In both of these cases, the priority-based sorting of
the algorithm enables the selection of privileged users which, in this case, produced a
higher throughput. Moreover, low data rate users, such as voice calls, cannot tolerate
queueing and therefore the re-allocated users, such as data users, produce significantly
greater throughput for the system.
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Figure 20. Throughput gain of using the opportunistic resource under different PU
activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed spectrum band as a function of
users.

Figure 21 represents the blocking reduction compared with an exclusive licensed
band scenario as a function of the number of users. The non-queueing and queueing
scenario plots are almost equal therefore only the non-queueing scenario results are
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represented. It can be seen that the blocking reduction is strongest with smaller number
of user when there are more free resources available. The differences between PU
activity scenarios decreases as the amount of users increases in the system. Moreover,
the blocking reduction of the variable primary user scenarios becomes slightly better
than other while the congestion increases in the system. This is due to the improved
performance of the greedy allocation algorithm.
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Figure 21. Blocking reduction of using the opportunistic resource under different PU
activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed spectrum band as a function of
users.

4.5. Simulation 2: Impact of the different holding time

The increased average holding time may have an impact on the network system per-
formance in terms of causing a congestion to the network system. The holding time
describes the time how long the user requires the spectrum until it is served. In this
simulation, we study the holding time impacts on different average requested data rate
by a user. Moreover, the amount of generated users in each simulation setup is con-
stant. The outcomes of this simulations are the impacts of increased holding time of a
user and the impacts of increased average data rate requested by a user. The simulation
parameters are represented in Table 5.
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Table 5. The simulation parameters
Parameter value(s)
Number of resources 2
Resource bit rate capability in BPSK 1000kbps
Slots / resource 20
Simulated users 240
User arrivals 4 per minute
Simulation time 3600 seconds
Simulation count 10000 times in each settings
Queueing scenario queueing & non-queueing
Simulated PU scenarios single resource

two resources - no PU
two resources - variable PU
two resources - stationary PU

4.5.1. User parameters

As in first simulation model, the the user arrival is based on a random distribution.
In this model, the simulator generates four new users in every minute. A new user
may appear at any moment, but only one new user may appear at the same iteration
(second). Eventually, 240 users are generated in the end of each simulations which
is 3600 iteration (60 minutes). It’s obvious that the increasing holding time might
also increase the congestion in the network. However, the impacts on performance of
the system while utilizing greedy sorting algorithm for the allocation process are not
known in different holding time values. For these simulations, three different holding
time parameters are studied. The holding time of a user takes integer value and it
is uniformly distributed among determined minimum and maximum values. Table 6
represents the holding times of a user utilized in the simulations.

Table 6. The holding times of users in simulations
Simulation Holding time

1 1 - 5 minutes
2 3 - 6 minutes
3 5 - 8 minutes

Table 7 represents the occurrence probabilities of user types. In these simulations,
the occurrence probability of an emergency call is fixed, and the occurrence proba-
bilities of a voice call user and a data and a video user are varying. In addition, the
difference between the first simulation model is that the user types are changed; SMS
users are ignored and data and video users are considered as a single user type because
their properties are similar.

The calculated average requested data rate per a user is also illustrated in the same
table. The average requested data rate is increasing as the share of data and video users
increases. The increased average data rate by a user might require the resources to
provide more time slots to a single user because the network has to transfer increased
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Table 7. User type occurrence probabilities

Case Emergency call Voice call Data & video Avg. requested data rate [kbps]
1 0,001 0,899 0,1 46,751
2 0,001 0,799 0,2 80,451
3 0,001 0,749 0,25 97,301
4 0,001 0,699 0,3 114,151
5 0,001 0,649 0,35 131,001

Table 8. User parameters
User Type (t) Emergency call Voice call Data & video
Probability see Table 7
Priority ∞ 3 1
Data rate (kbps) 64 13 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 or 600
Modulation BPSK, QPSK QPSK all
Holding time see Table 6

amount of data. In other words, the average traffic load of the network system is
becoming heavier. The average data rate requested by a user is defined as follows:

Raverage = P (u1)Ru1 + P (u2)Ru2 + · · ·+ P (un)Run (8)

where Raverage is the average data rate requested by a user, P (un) is the occurrence
probability of user type n, and the Run is the requested data rate by a user n.

Table 8 represents the rest of user parameters of this simulation scenario. As in the
previous simulation, the priority values are determined so that the emergency users
have infinity priority and the voice call users are more important than the data & video
users. The data rate values of generated user differs only in data and video users that
require either 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 or 600 kbps.

4.5.2. Simulation results

The performance differences of the system throughput are illustrated utilizing a through-
put gain as a function of average data rate requested by a user. The rejection disparities
of the shared opportunistic resource’s PU scenarios are represented as a blocking re-
duction compared to the single resource simulation. The results of the simulations are
represented with three different holding time values as seen in Table 6.

First, the throughput gain results as a function of average data rate requested by a
user are presented at different holding time values. Figure 22 illustrates the results
while the utilized holding time is 1-5 minutes, Figure 23 represents the results in 3-
6 minutes holding time values, and Figure 24 illustrates the result figures while the
holding time is either 5-8 minutes.
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Figure 22. Throughput gain of using the opportunistic shared resource under different
PU activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed spectrum band as a function
of average data rate requested by a user at 1 - 5 minutes holding time.
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Figure 23. Throughput gain of using the opportunistic shared resource under different
PU activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed spectrum band as a function
of average data rate requested by a user at 3 - 6 minutes holding time.
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Figure 24. Throughput gain of using the opportunistic shared resource under different
PU activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed spectrum band as a function
of average data rate requested by a user at 5 - 8 minutes holding time.
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It can be seen that when the average holding time is low, all utilization scenarios
of opportunistic resource lead to increased throughput gain. Especially in 1-5 minutes
holding time, the increased average data rate requested by a user increases the through-
put gain illustrates the benefits of the opportunistic load balancing. Herein, the most of
the benefits is due to the increased resource capacity. As the average holding time in-
creases, the growths in throughput gain values regress due to the increased congestion
in the system. The highest holding time simulation indicates a slight decrease in the
throughput gain values when utilizing the opportunistic resource without any primary
users. However, in the non-stationary PU case, the CE algorithm is able to maintain
the throughput gain stable although the traffic increases in the system.

The blocking reduction results are presented in Figures 25, 26 and 27. As seen in
each figures, the reduction is significantly improved in the no primary user scenarios
due to the increased amount of available resources for the system. In addition, the con-
secutive available resource slots facilitate more heavy users than the other scenarios.
Further, most commonly a heavy user is blocked in the non-stationary PU scenario.
Herein, the most notable difference in the blocking reduction between simulated sce-
narios. When the average data rate requested by a user is small, there are more than
50 times less blocking in the no PU activity scenario than utilizing only an exclusive
licensed spectrum band.
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Figure 25. Blocking reduction of using the opportunistic shared resource under dif-
ferent PU activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed spectrum band as a
function of average data rate requested by a user at 1 - 5 minutes holding time.

As the average holding time of a user increases, the differences in the reduction be-
gin to augment in the results. It is due to the increased congestion that the exclusive
resource system is facing meanwhile the opportunistic resource scenarios are able to
serve users slightly more efficiently. Especially this can be seen in the 5-8 minutes
holding time case. On the other hand, the differences in the blocking reduction are de-
creasing while the average data rate requested by a user increases: the network system
has become heavily congested.
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Figure 26. Blocking reduction of using the opportunistic shared resource under dif-
ferent PU activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed spectrum band as a
function of average data rate requested by a user at 3 - 6 minutes holding time.
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Figure 27. Blocking reduction of using the opportunistic shared resource under dif-
ferent PU activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed spectrum band as a
function of average data rate requested by a user at at 5 - 8 minutes holding time.
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4.6. Simulation 3: Emergency call impacts on system performance

Since emergency call users are in a privileged position compared to the other user
types, impacts caused by increased amount of emergency calls may be seen in the
system performance. Typically, the average probability of an incoming emergency call
is a fairly small, but in the state of an emergency or a national wide disaster might
significantly increase the proportion of an emergency call exceptionally high. By this
simulation we study the network behavior in the state of emergency. The simulation
parameters are represented in Table 9.

Table 9. The simulation parameters
Parameter value(s)
Number of resources 2
Resource bit rate capability in BPSK 1000kbps
Slots / resource 20
Simulated users 240
User arrivals 4 per minute
Simulation time 3600 seconds
Simulation count 10000 times in each settings
Queueing scenario queueing & non-queueing
Simulated PU scenarios single resource

two resources - no PU
two resources - variable PU
two resources - stationary PU

4.6.1. User parameters

We evaluate the system performance in ten different user type occurrence probabilities.
We increase the probability of emergency call users and compensate this by decreas-
ing either the probability of voice call users or data and video users. The user type
occurrence probabilities utilized in the simulations are represented in Table 10.

In this simulation, the holding time of users is uniformly distributes between 1-5
minutes. The data and video users are considered as a single user type. In addition,
the SMS users are again excluded from these simulation users. Otherwise, the user
parameters are the same as in the second simulation model. The user parameters are
represented in Table 11.

4.6.2. Simulation results

In the simulations with the fixed voice call user probability, the throughput gain de-
creases as the occurrence probability of a emergency call increases. The major reason
for this phenomenon is the decrease of average requests data rate per a user. More-
over, the average request data rate decreases due to the decrease of higher data rate
requesting data and video users. Fig. 28 illustrates the throughput gain with the fixed
voice call user probability. Again, the throughput gain values in no PU and stationary
PU scenarios are similar in both queueing options. However, the queuing of users in-
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Table 10. The contribution of user type occurrence probabilities
Case Emergency call Voice call Data & video (fixed)

1 0,01 0,89 0,10
2 0,05 0,85 0,10
3 0,10 0,80 0,10
4 0,15 0,75 0,10
5 0,20 0,70 0,10

Case Emergency call Voice call (fixed) Data & video
6 0,01 0,60 0,39
7 0,05 0,60 0,35
8 0,10 0,60 0,30
9 0,15 0,60 0,25

10 0,20 0,60 0,20

Table 11. User parameters
User Type (t) Emergency call Voice call Data & video
Probability see Table 10
Priority ∞ 3 1 (data), 2 (video)
Data rate (kbps) 64 13 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 or 600
Modulation BPSK, QPSK QPSK all
Holding time 1 - 5 minutes

creases significantly the throughput gain in the variable PU scenarios. As a result, the
throughput gains of the variable PU scenarios are equal to the stationary PU scenarios.

While the voice call occurrence probability is kept fixed and the emergency call
occurrence probability is increasing, the reduction of blocking rate grows significantly.
The remarkable growth of the reduction is due to the increased amount of emergency
calls which are displacing the least important users from the resources. Moreover,
the major reason is that the emergency call users require less capacity than the data
and video users. Although the throughput decreases in the system as the occurrence
probability of an emergency call increases, the value and utility of the network system
remain precious in the state of emergency. The blocking reduction result are similar
in both queueing and non-queueing scenario therefore only non-queueing scenario is
represented in Figure 29.

Secondly, while fixing the data and video user occurrence probability, the differ-
ences in the throughput gain values are negligible due to the fixed data and video user
probabilities; the average requested data rates in different emergency call probabilities
remains approximately the same. The slight changes are due to a small differences in
the data rate requirements of the users (voice call = 13 kbps and emergency call = 64
kbps). In addition, the proportion of the video and data users to the voice users has
been increased which is shown in slightly increased throughput values. Figure 30 rep-
resents the trends for this situation. As seen in the fixed voice call probability results,
the throughput gain of the variable PU scenario is even better than in the stationary PU
scenario. This is due to the frequent reallocation of the opportunistic resource users.
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Figure 28. Throughput gain of utilizing opportunistically the shared resource under
different PU activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed band scheme as a
function of emergency call probability when the voice call probability is fixed.
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Figure 29. Blocking reduction when the shared resource is opportunistically utilized
under different PU activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed band scheme
as a function of emergency call probability when the voice call probability is fixed.
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Figure 30. Throughput gain of utilizing opportunistically the shared resource under
different PU activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed band scheme as a
function of emergency call probability when the video and data probabilities are fixed.
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In this same simulation setup, the blocking reduction results are behaving somewhat
inversely compared to the fixed voice call results. The increased amount of emergency
call causes rejections as the allocated users are displaced from the resource by emer-
gency users. The blocking reduction result in non-queueing scenario is represented in
Figure 31.
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Figure 31. Blocking reduction when the shared resource is opportunistically utilized
under different PU activity schemes with respect to an exclusive licensed band scheme
as a function of emergency call probability when the video and data probabilities are
fixed.

4.6.3. Dropped calls

Since the interest of this study is focused to cellular networks, the special attention is
paid to the voice call users. Due to the nature of phone call, a voice call user cannot
be queued; it will be dropped instead. A dropped call, sometimes known as premature
termination, is the common term for a wireless mobile phone call that is terminated
unexpectedly as a result of some technical reasons [69]. In the simulator results, a few
reasons may cause a dropped call. Obviously, a voice call will be dropped if the net-
work system cannot provide resources for it. In addition, the appearance of PUs or an
emergency call user may drop a voice call user as a least important users if all network
resources are fully occupied and the transferring user is not possible. Dropping a voice
call is always an extreme severe operation compared to the temporary queuing of a
user. Moreover, dropped calls along with congestion cause the main user experienced
problems that have negative impacts on the QoS [70]. Therefore, the comparison of
dropped call rates is an excellent indicator of cellular system reliability and perfor-
mance. Figure 32 illustrates the average dropped calls as a function of emergency call
probabilities.

The dropped call results of the single resource case is excluded from the figure be-
cause the dropped call rate of the single resource is up to thousands of times bigger
than with the opportunistic resource cases. With the fixed voice calls, it is interesting
that the voice call users survive better when the resource conditions are more difficult.
This phenomenon is due to the priority-based reallocation process of the allocated user
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Figure 32. Average dropped calls as a function of emergency calls when the voice call
probability is constant.

when the PU arrangement on the opportunistic resource has changed. The voice call
users have higher priority value than video or data users. Moreover, the reallocation
of moved users also follows the greedy algorithm. Therefore, the voice call users are
reallocated more frequently than the others.
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5. DISCUSSION

The purpose of this thesis was to design and implement algorithms for managing the
usage of a shared opportunistic band. The purpose was to provide algorithms that could
quickly respond to the changes in the network conditions including the unpredictable
PU activity in the shared spectrum. Moreover, algorithms needed to consider different
priority levels of the users, for example emergency calls, to dynamically control the
traffic of the network system.

The algorithms development in this thesis were tested in an appropriate network
simulator which was implemented to operate as a test bed for the evaluation of the al-
gorithms. The simulator modelled a network consisting of an exclusive licensed band
and a shared band. Both network resources appeared to users as TDMA time slots
where they could access. In the simulator, a user generator modelled the arrival of
user in the network; the user arrival pattern was configurable to correspond the de-
mand of the current simulation. The key element of the simulator was the CE which
contains the proposed allocation algorithm. The CE with the proposed algorithm was
capable of allocating users between the two available network resources. The simu-
lations were repeated multiple times and the results of the simulations were collected
for the evaluation. The implemented simulator became an independent tool for test-
ing and verifying resource management algorithms for opportunistic shared spectrum
utilization schemes.

There are several algorithms and scheduling strategies, as represented in Chapter
3.1, that are effective and may reduce congestion in the network. However, our algo-
rithms support different priority levels of network traffic to guarantee sufficient QoS
in current cellular networks. In addition, the proposed algorithms provide privilege for
emergency users which is a very important and precious feature if the state of emer-
gency occurs in the coverage area of the network system. We believe that this issue is
a key feature when comparing to other scheduling and load balancing solutions.

The simulation results confirmed that the proposed algorithms for the opportunis-
tic load balancing schemes operate successfully in the network where an exclusive
licensed band plus a shared band are available. The performance gain comes mainly
from the opportunistic access of the shared spectrum band which enabled serving in-
creased amount of users at the same time. On the other hand, the amount of served
users increased also due to the priority-based allocation of the proposed allocation al-
gorithm. As set in the simulation parameters, the light traffic had higher priority values
over the heavy traffic type which caused more users to be accommodated to the net-
work resources. Simulation 1 clearly showed that the utilizing a shared resource under
any PU activity improves the throughput of the network system. In addition, user rejec-
tions illustrated as rejection rates indicated that with a lower number of network users
the network was able to accommodate more users instead of rejecting them. However,
as the number of users increased, the differences in rejection rates between the PU
activity scenarios decreased. Nevertheless, the rejection rates in the shared band sce-
narios were still even twice improved in comparison with the single exclusive spectrum
scenario.

The second simulation model illustrated that use of the shared band in addition to
the exclusive licensed band leaded to the increased throughput gain at the lower hold-
ing time values. As the average holding time increases, the growths in the throughput
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gain values regress due to the increased congestion. Further, in each holding time sim-
ulations, the augmentation of the average requested data rate by a user decreased the
growth of the throughput gain. As in the previous results, every simulation parameter
setups provided improved reduction results due to the decreased user rejections. An-
other remarkable observation from the results was the performance of the algorithm
in the queueing scenarios; the throughput gain of the stationary and the non-stationary
PU activities were pretty equal. It can be concluded that the priority-based algorithm in
the user allocation process leaded to the increased performance in terms of throughput
rates.

Last simulation considered the impacts of increased emergency user on the system
performance. The simulation results verified that when the probability of the voice call
users is stationary the reduction of the network improved slightly in every scenario.
However at the same time, the throughput gain decreased due to the replacement of the
video and data users to emergency users. With stationary video and data user probabil-
ities, there was a slight gain in each measured throughput values, but respectively the
reduction started to decrease. This phenomenon occurred due to the increased amount
of emergency users which caused rejections by displacing allocated users from the re-
sources. Another interesting result occurred when dropped call and rejection values
were compared; due to the priority-based allocation algorithm, the higher prioritized
voice call users coped better than other types in when the network conditions became
more challenging. On the other words, the priority-based sorting of the algorithms
performed highly successfully in the simulations.

The performance of the priority-based algorithms always comes with the cost of
serving lower priority users. As the network became congested, the lower priority
users were the first to suffer from congestion. In our algorithms, we preferred voice
call users, therefore the achieved throughput gain could be even better; if we would
have been prioritized users with higher modulation schemes. Although our algorithms
performed satisfactory while serving the network users in both exclusive licensed and
the shared opportunistic bands, the algorithms were ineffective when the resources be-
came heavily congested and ran out of resources. A minor drawback of the algorithms
may be the unpredictable timing of rejection. Due to the PU increased activity on the
shared band the provided transmission opportunities for the users decreased, therefore
some allocated users had to be dropped from the opportunistic shared band if the net-
work system were not able to provide resources elsewhere. Some instances, such as
voice call users, might consider this policy uncomfortable.

As we introduced in this thesis, cognitive radio technology is one of the most promis-
ing technologies to respond to an highly growing data traffic in cellular networks. The
proposed algorithms could be further studied and developed. The parameters for the
algorithms were carefully selected for our simulator, therefore applying the algorithms
to different target networks might require optimization or reconsideration of the se-
lected parameters.

The proposed algorithms were not tested in the LE-WARP trial environment due to
the following issues: 1) LE-WARP trial environment lacks a sufficient number of radio
platform to model the same simulation scenarios therefore the results gained from sim-
ulations may not correspond the phenomenons experienced in the trial environment; 2)
the trial environment is very sensitive to external interference which may cause a unex-
pected factors that are ignored in the simulations; and 3) the simulator provided suffi-
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ciently comprehensive results causing the measurement in the LE-WARP unnecessary
for the CORE project.

However, the implemented simulator is ideal to be utilized as a test platform for the
development of new algorithms. Since the architecture of the simulator was designed
to be modular, adding and implementing new algorithms should be relatively simple.
Another improvement for this work could be supporting other radio resource allocation
types than only TDMA. Moreover, implementing a support for additional parameters
and factors, such as signal to noise ratio (SNR) and external interference, could be a
valuable improvement for the future.
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6. SUMMARY

The forecasted massive growth in mobile applications will result in an unprecedented
increase in traffic in cellular networks and may cause a risk of the network resources
being overloaded under heavy utilization. One proposed solution for managing in-
creasing demands on radio spectrum is utilizing flexible authorizing schemes for spec-
trum sharing. By this method, multiple users and/or systems are authorized to utilize
the same spectrum band in a defined sharing agreement. In recent years, cognitive
radios are developed smart enough to share spectrum controlled and efficiently. There-
fore, CR technology is generally recommended for implementing efficient spectrum
sharing.

In this thesis, we implemented a network simulator where the proposed load balanc-
ing algorithms performed basic network resource allocation schemes, such as simple
resource load balancing and co-operative resource sharing among networks. The al-
gorithms were simulated under different network traffic scenarios and the gathered
results were analyzed. The network traffic scenarios were chosen to illustrate different
network behaviors. We investigated following simulation scenarios on the system per-
formance: 1) The impact of the increased number of network users; 2) the impact of
the increased average data rate requested by a user; and 3) the impact of the emergency
call users on the system performance. The simulation results showed that utilizing an
opportunistic shared band among with the exclusive licensed band increased the av-
erage throughput of the network under every PU activity scenario. In addition, the
opportunistic utilization of the shared spectrum with the load balancing algorithms
reduced the average number of users rejected by a network. We also presented that us-
ing the priority-based allocation algorithm the higher priority users were rejected less
frequently than the low-priority users.

The simulation results verified that the priority-based load balancing algorithm im-
proves benefits of using an additional shared resource more efficiently. Hence, these
algorithms could improve the spectrum scarcity by providing inefficiently utilized li-
censed spectrum bands to temporary secondary usage.
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